This is a status on the Unicode Localization Interoperability TC

- The Unicode Localization Interoperability committee has met 3 times in 2017, with four attendees. (There continue to be a number of persons who have expressed interest in joining the meeting at some point.)

- ULI will be discussed as topic in FEISGILTT at the LocWorld preconference next week in Santa Clara, California (Oct 31/Nov 1), including interoperability with XLIFF and XLIFF requirement gathering)

Topics included:

- Word Count (forthcoming document, draft expected in January)
- Segmentation exceptions (mechanisms for requesting that translation units not be broken - "Hello, Dr. Smith"). So far such mechanisms have been rejected both by the UTC() and by the ICU-TC (#13317).
  - (Compare:: Word Break Suppressor L2/15-192)
- Pluralization standards in XLIFF
  - Investigating the XLIFF OMOS-TC’s work
- XLIFF Liaison reports
- NLP topics – including analysis of Emoji (directed to CLDR)

Interested parties are recommended to see http://unicode.org/uli or contact the author.